
MOVING CHECKLIST 
PRESENTED BY:
SIMMONS HOME 
GROUP
AT
REALTY ONE 
GROUP

Moving OUT Moving IN

Buy boxes
Schedule movers
Arrange transportation needs for move
Reserve storage unit
Acquire school transcripts for children

Internet and Cable
Water
Garbage
Gas 
Electric

Forward new address to post office
Notify work contacts (Human resources)
Update bank account
Modify credit card account data
Change delivery for amazon/ebay
Medical, dental and prescriptions’s

Moving Preparation

Utilities to Cancel/Transfer

Address Change

Closer to Moving Day
Defrost refrigerator
Hand-carry jewelry and valuables
Withdraw travel cash or prepare checks
Leave keys/garage door openers

Forward all mail to new address
Update driver license 
Update car registrations

Internet and Cable
Water
Garbage
Gas 
Electric

Apply for a new driver’s license
Register car
Register to vote
Find a new:

Doctor
Dentist
Veterinarian
Pharmacist

Address Change

Utilities to Activate

If Moving to a Different State
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MOVING HACKS 
PRESENTED BY:
SIMMONS HOME 
GROUP
AT
REALTY ONE 
GROUP

2831 St. Rose Pkwy #100 Henderson , NV 89052

1. Slide clothes on hangers directly into garbage bags.
2. Put cotton balls in your makeup compacts so they don't break.
3. Wrap breakable dishware in your shirts.
4. Cover all bottles of liquid (shampoo, cleaning supplies, etc.) with plastic 

wrap before putting the top on.
5. Color-code your boxes per room. Then tape a color code sheet on the front 

door so everyone helping knows which boxes go where. 
6. Cut handles into the sides of cardboard boxes for easy lifting.
7. Keep track of your moving expenses; some of them are tax-deductible.
8. Put towels underneath heavy furniture to avoid ruining floors.
9. Label your boxes on the side, not the top.
10. Remove any dents in the carpet that furniture left behind with ice cubes. 

Simply place the ice cubes on the dents, let them melt, and use a spoon to lift 
the fibers.

11. Use white Ivory soap or toothpaste to fill nail holes in your walls.
12. Wrap a rubber band around a hammer to prevent scuffing the wall when 

removing nails.
13. As you dissemble furniture, keep all screws and hardware in a plastic bag. 

Label the bag and tape it to the furniture itself, or designate a separate 
box with hardware for all your furniture.

14. Snap a picture of the back of your TV and other electronic devices. That 
way, you know exactly which wires go where when you're setting up in the 
new place!

15. Unplug and defrost your refrigerator the night before the “big Move” to 
avoid leaks and stinky smells.


